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about a conjecture on the centers of chordal graphs.

in this section, we discuss a conjecture by Chang [23]
of chordal graphs. Though thxs is not inon the centers or

of interest, the conjecture came to our attenti
of centers of d.c.s. graphs and convexityduring our study
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j o si i-her K or K., centers ofof a tree is eitner o*. j'that the center

rin real maximal outer planar graphs [65],chordal graphs [23J,I
1641 median graphs [56] were also studied.2-trees

u  center of a connected graph need notThou9^'

TRnl that the center of a connected
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be so,

u  • always connected. Also, for a connectedchordal graph is alway
cffl is m-convex, and diam(G) = 2rad(G),chordal graph

2  It is also known [63) that2rad(G)-l or 2rad(
_  consequently, the results in [23] that
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Pnr any connected chordal graph with
CONJECTURE:

A  (r)-2 diam (C(G)) - 2.diam(G) = 2 rad (G) 2,

[59J, "v. ■"
giving a coun

the graph G in Fig A,1  Consider tne yexampl es .

Fig. A
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In G,

 k1 k2 .ni^^  . by a complete graph < b. ,b, b, ,
1 sir'ing each •repla if h is adjacent to b. and a

,  adjacent to b. H 3 1and making ^ adjacent to b^ in G, we can
adjacent to b^ 1. 1 for c^ ^„„„ter examples to

a class o£ g 1-construct
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
I ^

j  Arity of X

^  center of G.
G (G) convex hull of A
Co (A) Caratheodory number of X

c (X) diameter of G

diam (G) eccentricity of u

e(u) exchange number of X
e(X) geodetic iteration number of G.
gin (G) Helly number of X

h(X) Interval between a and b.

I (a, b) Star center of S.

Ker (S) ni/2 if m is even and Ae integer
just greater than m/2 if m is odd.

r Tl minimal path iteration number of G.
min (G) flie set of all vetices
M /u') adjacent to u.

N(u)U{u}

N ["] radius of O

rad (G) Radon number of X

r (X) subgraph induced by S
cardinality of V.

j V I Clique number of G.


